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1 Introduction
CP violation studies in the B0s → J/ψpi+pi− decay mode complement studies using B0s →
J/ψφ and improve the final accuracy in the CP -violating phase, φs, measurement [1].
While the CP content was previously shown to be more than 97.7% CP -odd at 95%
confidence level (CL), it is important to determine the size of any CP -even components
as these could ultimately affect the uncertainty on the final result for φs. Since the pi
+pi−
system can form light scalar mesons, such as the f0(500) and f0(980), we can investigate
if these states have a quark-antiquark or tetraquark structure, and determine the mixing
angle between these states [2]. The tree-level Feynman diagram for the process is shown
in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Leading order diagram for B0s decays into J/ψpi
+pi−.
We have previously studied the resonance structure in B0s → J/ψpi+pi− decays using
data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1 fb−1 [3].1 In this paper we use 3 fb−1
of luminosity, and also change the analysis technique substantially. Here the pi+pi− mass,
and all three decay angular distributions are used to determine the resonant and non-
resonant components. Previously the angle between the decay planes of J/ψ → µ + µ−
and pi+pi− in the B0s rest frame, χ, was integrated over. This simplified the analysis, but
sacrificed some precision and also prohibited us from measuring separately the helicity
+1 and −1 components of any pi+pi− resonance, knowledge of which would permit us to
evaluate the CP composition of resonances with spin greater than or equal to 1. Since
one of the particles in the final state, the J/ψ, has spin-1 its three decay amplitudes must
be considered, while the pi+pi− system is described as the coherent sum of resonant and
possibly non-resonant amplitudes.
2 Amplitude formula for B0s → J/ψh+h−
The decay of B0s → J/ψh+h−, where h denotes a pseudoscalar meson, followed by J/ψ →
µ+µ− can be described by four variables. We take the invariant mass of h+h− (mhh) and
three helicity angles defined as (i) θJ/ψ , the angle between the µ
+ direction in the J/ψ rest
frame with respect to the J/ψ direction in the B0s rest frame; (ii) θhh, the angle between
the h+ direction in the h+h− rest frame with respect to the h+h− direction in the B0s
1 Charged conjugated modes are also used when appropriate.
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Figure 2: Definition of helicity angles. For details see text.
rest frame, and (iii) χ, the angle between the J/ψ and h+h− decay planes in the B0s rest
frame. Figure 2 shows these angles pictorially2. In this paper hh is equivalent to pi+pi−.
From the time-dependent decay rate of
(–)
B0s → J/ψh+h− derived in Ref. [4], the time-
integrated and flavor-averaged decay rate is proportional to the function
S(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ) =|A(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ)|2 + |A(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ)|2
− 2DRe
(
q
p
A∗(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ)A(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ)
)
, (1)
where
(–)
A, the amplitude of
(–)
B0s → J/ψh+h− at proper time t = 0, is a function of
mhh, θJ/ψ , θhh, χ, and is summed over all resonant (and possibly non-resonant) compo-
nents; q and p are complex parameters that describe the relation between mass and flavor
eigenstates [5]. The interference term arises because we must sum the B0s and B
0
s ampli-
tudes before squaring. Even when integrating over proper time, the terms proportional
to sinh (∆Γst/2) do not vanish because of the finite ∆Γs in the B
0
s system, where ∆Γs is
the width difference between the light and the heavy mass eigenstates. The factor D is
D =
∫∞
0
ε(t)e−Γst sinh ∆Γst
2
dt∫∞
0
ε(t)e−Γst cosh ∆Γst
2
dt
, (2)
where Γs is the average B
0
s decay width, and ε(t) is the detection efficiency as a function
of t. For a uniform efficiency, D = ∆Γs/(2Γs) and is (6.2± 0.9)% [6].
The amplitude, AR(mhh), is used to describe the mass line-shape of the resonance R,
that in most cases is a Breit-Wigner function. It is combined with the B resonance decay
properties to form the expression
AR(mhh) =
√
2JR + 1
√
PRPBF
(LB)
B F
(LR)
R AR(mhh)
(
PB
mB
)LB ( PR
mhh
)LR
. (3)
Here PB is the J/ψ momentum in the B
0
s rest frame, PR is the momentum of either of
the two hadrons in the dihadron rest frame, mB is the B
0
s mass, JR is the spin of R,
2These definitions are the same for B0s and B
0
s, namely, µ
+ and h+ are used to define the angles in
both cases.
2
LB is the orbital angular momentum between the J/ψ and h
+h− system, and LR the
orbital angular momentum in the h+h− decay, and thus is the same as the spin of the
h+h− resonance. F (LB)B and F
(LR)
R are the Blatt-Weisskopf barrier factors for the B
0
s and
R resonance, respectively [3]. The factor
√
PRPB results from converting the phase space
of the natural Dalitz-plot variables m2hh and m
2
J/ψh+ to that of mhh and cos θhh [7]. We
must sum over all final states, R, so for each J/ψ helicity, denoted by λ, equal to 0, +1,
and −1 we have
(–)Hλ(mhh, θhh) =
∑
R
(–)
hRλAR(mhh)dJR−λ,0(θhh), (4)
where
(–)
hRλ are the complex coefficients for each helicity amplitude and the Wigner d-
functions are listed in Ref. [6].
The decay rates, |
(–)
A(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ)|2, and the interference term,
A∗(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ)A(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ), can be written as functions of
(–)Hλ(mhh, θhh), θJ/ψ
and χ. These relationships are given in Ref. [4]. In order to use the CP relations, it is
convenient to replace the helicity complex coefficients
(–)
hRλ by the complex transversity
coefficients
(–)
aRτ using the relations
(–)
hR0 =
(–)
aR0 ,
(–)
hR+ =
1√
2
(
(–)
aR‖ +
(–)
aR⊥),
(–)
hR− =
1√
2
(
(–)
aR‖ −
(–)
aR⊥). (5)
Here
(–)
aR0 corresponds to longitudinal polarization of the J/ψ meson, and the other two
coefficients correspond to polarizations of the J/ψ meson and h+h− system transverse to
the decay axis:
(–)
aR‖ for parallel polarization of the J/ψ and h
+h−, and
(–)
aR⊥ for perpendicular
polarization.
Assuming no direct CP violation, as this has not been observed in B0s → J/ψφ decays
[1], the relation between the B
0
s and B
0
s variables is a¯
R
τ = η
R
τ a
R
τ , where η
R
τ is CP eigenvalue
of the τ transversity component for the intermediate state R, where τ denotes 0, ‖, or ⊥
component. The final state CP parities for S, P, and D-waves are given in Table 1.
Table 1: CP parity for different spin resonances. Note that spin-0 only has the transversity
component 0.
Spin η0 η‖ η⊥
0 −1 – –
1 1 1 −1
2 −1 −1 1
3
In this analysis a fit determines the amplitude strength aRτ and the phase φ
R
τ of the
amplitude
aRτ = a
R
τ e
iφRτ (6)
for each resonance R and each transversity τ . For the τ =⊥ amplitude, the LB value of a
spin-1 (or -2) resonance is 1 (or 2); the other transversity components have two possible
LB values of 0 and 2 (or 1 and 3) for spin-1 (or -2) resonances. In this analysis the lower
one is used. It is verified that our results are insensitive to the LB choices.
3 Data sample and detector
The data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 3 fb−1 collected with the
LHCb detector [8] using pp collisions. One-third of the data was acquired at a center-of-
mass energy of 7 TeV, and the remainder at 8 TeV. The detector is a single-arm forward
spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, designed for the study of
particles containing b or c quarks. The detector includes a high-precision tracking sys-
tem consisting of a silicon-strip vertex detector surrounding the pp interaction region,
a large-area silicon-strip detector located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending
power of about 4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes [9]
placed downstream. The combined tracking system provides a momentum3 measurement
with relative uncertainty that varies from 0.4% at 5 GeV to 0.6% at 100 GeV, and impact
parameter (IP) resolution of 20µm for tracks with large transverse momentum (pT). Dif-
ferent types of charged hadrons are distinguished by information from two ring-imaging
Cherenkov detectors (RICH) [10]. Photon, electron and hadron candidates are identified
by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identified by a system
composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers [11].
The trigger consists of a hardware stage, based on information from the calorimeter and
muon systems, followed by a software stage that applies a full event reconstruction [12].
Events selected for this analysis are triggered by a J/ψ → µ+µ− decay, where the J/ψ is
required at the software level to be consistent with coming from the decay of a B0s meson
by use either of IP requirements or detachment of the J/ψ from the primary vertex (PV).
In the simulation, pp collisions are generated using Pythia [13] with a specific LHCb
configuration [14]. Decays of hadronic particles are described by EvtGen [15], in which
final state radiation is generated using Photos [16]. The interaction of the generated
particles with the detector and its response are implemented using theGeant4 toolkit [17]
as described in Ref. [18].
3We work in units where c = 1.
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4 Event selection
Preselection criteria are implemented to preserve a large fraction of the signal events, and
are identical to those used in Ref. [19]. A B0s → J/ψpi+pi− candidate is reconstructed by
combining a J/ψ → µ+µ− candidate with two pions of opposite charge. To ensure good
track reconstruction, each of the four particles in the B0s candidate is required to have
the track fit χ2/ndf to be less than 4, where ndf is the number of degrees of freedom
of the fit. The J/ψ → µ+µ− candidate is formed by two identified muons of opposite
charge, having pT greater than 500 MeV, and with a geometrical fit vertex χ
2 less than
16. Only candidates with dimuon invariant mass between −48 MeV and +43 MeV from
the observed J/ψ mass peak are selected, and are then constrained to the J/ψ mass [6]
for subsequent use.
Pion candidates are required to each have pT greater than 250 MeV, and the sum,
pT(pi
+) + pT(pi
−) larger than 900 MeV. Both pions must have χ2IP greater than 9 to reject
particles produced from the PV. The χ2IP is computed as the difference between the χ
2
of the PV reconstructed with and without the considered track. Both pions must also
come from a common vertex with χ2/ndf < 16, and form a vertex with the J/ψ with
a χ2/ndf less than 10 (here ndf equals five). Pion candidates are identified using the
RICH and muon systems. The particle identification makes use of the logarithm of the
likelihood ratio comparing two particle hypotheses (DLL). For pion selection we require
DLL(pi −K) > −10 and DLL(pi − µ) > −10.
The B0s candidate must have a flight distance of more than 1.5 mm. The angle between
the combined momentum vector of the decay products and the vector formed from the
positions of the PV and the decay vertex (pointing angle) is required to be less than 2.5◦.
Events satisfying this preselection are then further filtered using a multivariate ana-
lyzer based on a boosted decision tree (BDT) technique [20]. The BDT uses eight variables
that are chosen to provide separation between signal and background. These are the min-
imum of DLL(µ − pi) of the µ+ and µ−, pT(pi+) + pT(pi−), the minimum of χ2IP of the
pi+ and pi−, and the B0s properties of vertex χ
2, pointing angle, flight distance, pT and
χ2IP. The BDT is trained on a simulated sample of B
0
s → J/ψpi+pi− signal events and a
background data sample from the sideband 5566 < m(J/ψpi+pi−) < 5616 MeV. Then the
BDT is tested on independent samples. The distributions of BDT classifier for signal and
background samples are shown in Fig. 3. By maximizing the signal significance we set the
requirement that the classifier is greater than zero, which has a signal efficiency of 95%
and rejects 90% of the background.
The invariant mass of the selected J/ψpi+pi− combinations is shown in Fig. 4. There is
a large peak at the B0s mass and a smaller one at the B
0 mass on top of a background. A
double Crystal Ball function with common means models the radiative tails and is used
to fit each of the signals. The known B0s − B0 mass difference [6] is used to constrain
the difference in mean values. Other components in the fit model take into account
contributions from B− → J/ψK−(pi−), B0s → J/ψη′ with η′ → ρ0γ, B0s → J/ψφ with
φ → pi+pi−pi0 backgrounds and B0 → J/ψK−pi+ and Λ0b → J/ψK−p reflections, where
the K− in the former, and both K− and p in the latter, are misidentified as pions. The
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Figure 3: Distributions of the BDT classifier for both training and test samples of
J/ψpi+pi− signal and background events. The signal samples are from simulation and
the background samples are from data.
shape of the B0 → J/ψpi+pi− signal is taken to be the same as that of the B0s. The
combinatorial background shape is taken from like-sign combinations that are the sum
of pi+pi+ and pi−pi− candidates, and was found to be well described by an exponential
function in previous studies [3, 21]. The shapes of the other components are taken from
simulation with their yields allowed to vary. The Λ0b → J/ψK−p reflection yield in the fit
region is constrained to the expected number 2145± 201, which is obtained from study of
the events in the control region of 5066 < m(J/ψpi+pi−) < 5141 MeV. The mass fit gives
27396± 207 signal and 7075± 101 background candidates, leading to the signal fraction
fsig = (79.5 ± 0.2)%, within ±20 MeV of the B0s mass peak. The effective r.m.s. mass
resolution is 9.9 MeV.
5 Probability density function construction
The correlated distributions of four variables mhh, cos θhh, cos θJ/ψ , and χ are fitted using
the candidates within ±20 MeV of the B0s mass peak. To improve the resolution of these
variables we perform a kinematic fit constraining the B0s and J/ψ masses to their world
average mass values [6], and recompute the final state momenta.
The overall PDF given by the sum of signal, S, and background functions is
F (mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ) =
fsig
Nsig ε(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ)S(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ)
+ (1− fsig)B(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ), (7)
where ε is the detection efficiency, and B is the background PDF discussed later in Sec. 5.3.
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Figure 4: Invariant mass of J/ψpi+pi− combinations. The data have been fitted with
double Crystal Ball signal and several background functions. The (red) solid curve shows
the B0s signal, the (brown) dotted line shows the combinatorial background, the (green)
short-dashed line shows the B− background, the (purple) dot-dashed curve is B0 →
J/ψpi+pi−, the (light blue) long-dashed line is the sum of B0s → J/ψη′, B0s → J/ψφ with
φ→ pi+pi−pi0 backgrounds and the Λ0b → J/ψK−p reflection, the (black) dot-long dashed
curve is the B0 → J/ψK−pi+ reflection and the (blue) solid curve is the total.
The normalization factor for signal is given by
Nsig =
∫
ε(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ)S(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ) dmhh d cos θhh d cos θJ/ψ dχ. (8)
The signal function S is defined in Eq. (1), where D = (8.7± 1.5)%, taking into account
the acceptance [22], and choosing a phase convention q/p = e−iφs . The phase φs is fixed
to the standard model value of −0.04 radians [23]. Our results are found to be insensitive
to the value of φs used within the 95% CL limits set by the LHCb measurement [1].
5.1 Data distributions of the Dalitz-plot
The event distribution for m2(pi+pi−) versus m2(J/ψpi+) in Fig. 5 shows clear structures in
m2(pi+pi−). The presence of possible exotic structures in the J/ψpi+ system, as claimed in
similar decays [24,25], is investigated by examining the J/ψpi+ mass distribution shown in
Fig. 6 (a). No resonant effects are evident. Figure 6 (b) shows the pi+pi− mass distribution.
Apart from a large signal peak due to the f0(980), there are visible structures at about
1450 MeV and 1800 MeV.
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Figure 5: Distribution of m2(pi+pi−) versus m2(J/ψpi+) for all events within ±20 MeV of
the B0s mass peak.
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Figure 6: Distributions of (a) m(J/ψpi+) and (b) m(pi+pi−) for B0s → J/ψpi+pi− candidate
decays within ±20 MeV of the B0s mass. The (red) points with error bars show the
background contribution determined from m(J/ψpi+pi−) fits performed in each bin of the
plotted variables.
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5.2 Detection efficiency
The detection efficiency is determined from a phase space simulation sample containing
4 × 106 B0s → J/ψpi+pi− events with J/ψ → µ+µ−. The efficiency can be parameterized
in terms of analysis variables as
ε(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ) = ε1(s12, s13)× ε2(mhh, θJ/ψ )× ε3(mhh, χ), (9)
where s12 ≡ m2(J/ψpi+) and s13 ≡ m2(J/ψpi−) are functions of (mhh, θhh); such parameter
transformations in ε1 are implemented in order to use the Dalitz-plot based efficiency
model developed in previous publications [3,19]. The efficiency functions take into account
correlations between mhh and each of the three angles as determined by the simulation.
The efficiency as a function of the angle χ is shown in Fig. 7. To simplify the normal-
ization of the PDF, the efficiency as a function of χ is parameterized in 26 bins of m2hh
as
ε3(mhh, χ) =
1
2pi
(1 + p1 cosχ+ p2 cos 2χ), (10)
where p1 = p
0
1 + p
1
1m
2
hh and p2 = p
0
2 + p
1
2m
2
hh + p
2
2m
4
hh. A fit to the simulation determines
p01 = 0.0087 ± 0.0051, p11 = (−0.0062 ± 0.0019) GeV−2, p02 = 0.0030 ± 0.0077, p12 =
(0.053± 0.007) GeV−2, and p22 = (−0.0077± 0.0015) GeV−4.
The efficiency in cos θJ/ψ also depends on mhh; we fit the cos θJ/ψ distributions of
J/ψpi+pi− simulation sample with the function
ε2(mhh, θJ/ψ) =
1 + a(m2hh) cos
2 θJ/ψ
2 + 2a(m2hh)/3
, (11)
giving 26 values of a as a function of m2hh. The resulting distribution in a is shown in
Fig. 8 and is best described by a 2nd order polynomial function
a(m2hh) = a0 + a1m
2
hh + a2m
4
hh, (12)
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Figure 7: Distribution of the angle χ for the J/ψpi+pi− simulation sample fitted with
Eq. (10), used to determine the efficiency parameters.
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Figure 8: Second order polynomial fit to the acceptance parameter a(m2hh) used in Eq. 11.
with a0 = 0.156± 0.020, a1 = (−0.091± 0.018) GeV−2 and a2 = (0.013± 0.004) GeV−4.
The function ε1(s12, s13) can be determined from the simulation after integrating over
cos θJ/ψ and χ, because the functions ε2 and ε3 are normalized in cos θJ/ψ and χ, respec-
tively. It is parameterized as a symmetric 5th order polynomial function given by
ε1(s12, s13) = 1 + 1(x+ y) + 2(x+ y)
2 + 3xy + 4(x+ y)
3 + 5xy(x+ y)
+6(x+ y)
4 + 7xy(x+ y)
2 + 8x
2y2
+9(x+ y)
5 + 10xy(x+ y)
3 + 11x
2y2(x+ y), (13)
where x = s12/GeV
2 − 18.9, and y = s13/GeV2 − 18.9. The phase space simulation is
generated uniformly in the two-dimensional distribution of (s12, s13), therefore the dis-
tribution of selected events reflects the efficiency and is fit to determine the efficiency
parameters εi. The projections of the fit are shown in Fig. 9, giving the efficiency as a
function of cos θpi+pi− versus m(pi
+pi−) in Fig. 10.
5.3 Background composition
The main background source is combinatorial and is taken from the like-sign combina-
tions within ±20 MeV of the B0s mass peak. The like-sign combinations also contain the
B− background which is peaked at cos θhh = ±1. The like-sign combinations cannot
contain any ρ0, which is measured to be 3.5% of the total background. To obtain the ρ0
contribution, the background m(pi+pi−) distribution shown in Fig. 6 (b), found by fitting
the m(J/ψpi+pi−) distribution in bins of m(pi+pi−), is compared to m(pi±pi±) distribution
from the like-sign combinations. In this way simulated ρ0 background is added into the
like-sign candidates. The background PDF B is the sum of functions for B− (BB−) and
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Figure 9: Projections of invariant mass squared of (a) m2(J/ψpi+) and (b) m2(J/ψpi−) of
the simulated Dalitz plot used to measure the efficiency parameters. The points represent
the simulated event distributions and the curves the polynomial fit.
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m(pi+pi−). The scale is arbitrary.
for the other (Bother), given by
B(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ) =
1− fB−
Nother Bother(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ) +
fB−
NB−BB
−(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ),
(14)
where Nother and NB− are normalization factors, and fB− is the fraction of the B− back-
ground in the total background. The J/ψpi+pi− mass fit gives fB− = (1.7± 0.2)%.
The B− background is separated because its invariant mass is very close to the highest
allowed limit, resulting in its cos θhh distribution peaking at ±1. The function for the B−
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background is defined as
BB−(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ) =G(mhh;m0, σm)×G(| cos θhh|; 1, σθ)
× (1− cos2 θJ/ψ)× (1 + pb1 cosχ+ pb2 cos 2χ), (15)
where G is the Gaussian function, and the parameters m0, σm, σθ, pb1, and pb2 are
determined by the fit. The last term is the same function for χ.
The function for the other background is
Bother(mhh, θhh, θJ/ψ , χ) = mhhB1(m
2
hh, cos θhh)×
(
1 + α cos2 θJ/ψ
)×(1+pb1 cosχ+pb2 cos 2χ),
(16)
where the function
B1(m
2
hh, cos θhh) = B2(ζ)
pB
mB
× 1 + c1q(ζ)| cos θhh|+ c2p(ζ) cos
2 θhh
2[1 + c1q(ζ)/2 + c2p(ζ)/3]
. (17)
Here ζ ≡ 2(m2hh−m2min)/(m2max−m2min)−1, where mmin and mmax give the fit boundaries
of mhh, B2(ζ) is a fifth-order Chebychev polynomial; q(ζ) and p(ζ) are both second-order
Chebychev polynomials with the coefficients c1 and c2 being free parameters. In order to
better approximate the real background in the B0s signal region, the J/ψpi
±pi± candidates
are kinematically constrained to the B0s mass, and µ
+µ− to the J/ψ mass.
The second part
(
1 + α cos2 θJ/ψ
)
is a function of the J/ψ helicity angle. The cos θJ/ψ
distribution of background is shown in Fig. 11; fitting with the function determines the
parameter α = −0.34 ± 0.03. A fit to the like-sign combinations added with additional
ρ0 background determines the parameters describing the mhh, θhh, and χ distributions.
Figures 12 and 13 show the projections of cos θhh and mhh, and of χ of the total
background, respectively.
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Figure 11: Distribution of cos θJ/ψ of the other background and the fitted function 1 +
α cos2 θJ/ψ. The points with error bars show the background obtained from candidate
mass fits in bins of cos θJ/ψ.
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Figure 12: Projections of (a) cos θpipi and (b) m(pi
+pi−) of the total background. The
(blue) histogram or curve is projection of the fit, and the points with error bars show the
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Figure 13: Distribution of χ of the total background and the fitted function. The points
with error bars show the like-sign combinations added with additional ρ0 background.
6 Final state composition
6.1 Resonance models
To study the resonant structures of the decayB0s → J/ψpi+pi− we use the 34 471 candidates
with invariant mass lying within ±20 MeV of the B0s mass peak which include 7075±101
background events. The pi+pi− resonance candidates that could contribute to B0s →
J/ψpi+pi− decay are listed in Table 2. The resonances that decay into a pi+pi− pair must
be isoscalar (I = 0), because the ss¯ system forming the resonances in Fig. 1 has I = 0.
To test the isoscalar argument, the isospin-1 ρ(770) meson is also added to the baseline
fit. The non-resonance (NR) is assumed to be S-wave, its shape is defined by Eq. (3)
where the amplitude function AR(mhh) is set to be equal to one, and the Blatt-Weisskopf
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barrier factors F
(1)
B and F
(0)
R are both set to one.
In the previous analysis [22], we observed a resonant state at (1475 ± 6) MeV with a
width of (113 ± 11) MeV. We identified it with the f0(1370) though its mass and width
values agreed neither with the f0(1500) or the f0(1370). W. Ochs [26] argues that the
better assignment is f0(1500); we follow his suggestion. In addition, a structure is clearly
visible in the 1800 MeV region (see Fig. 6 (b)), which was not the case in our previous
analysis [3]. This could be the f0(1790) resonance observed by BES [27] in J/ψ → φpi+pi−
decays.
From the measured ratios B (B0s → J/ψf ′2(1525)) /B (B0s → J/ψφ) [28] and
B (B0s → J/ψpi+pi−) /B (B0s → J/ψφ) [3], using the measured pi+pi− and K+K− branch-
ing fractions [6], the expected f ′2(1525) fit fraction for the transversity 0 component is
(0.45 ± 0.13)%, and the ratio of helicity λ = 0 to |λ| = 1 components, which is equal
to the ratio of transversity 0 to the sum of ⊥ and ‖ components, is 1.9 ± 0.8, where the
uncertainties are dominated by that on f ′2(1525) fit fractions in B
0
s → J/ψK+K− decays.
This information is used as constraints in the fit.
The masses and widths of the resonances are also listed in Table 2. When used in the
fit they are fixed to these central values, except for the parameters of f0(980) and f0(1500)
that are determined by the fit. In addition, the parameters of f0(1790) are constrained
to those determined by the BES measurement [27].
As suggested by D. V. Bugg [29], the Flatte´ model [30] for f0(980) is slightly modified,
and is parameterized as
AR(mpi+pi−) =
1
m2R −m2pi+pi− − imR(gpipiρpipi + gKKF 2KKρKK)
, (18)
where mR is the f0(980) pole mass, the parameters gpipi and gKK are the f0(980) coupling
constants to pi+pi− and K+K− final states, respectively, and the phase space ρ factors are
Table 2: Possible resonance candidates in the B0s → J/ψpi+pi− decay mode and their
parameters used in the fit.
Resonance Spin Helicity Resonance Mass ( MeV) Width ( MeV) Source
formalism
f0(500) 0 0 BW 471± 21 534± 53 LHCb [19]
f0(980) 0 0 Flatte´ see text
f2(1270) 2 0,±1 BW 1275.1± 1.2 185.1+2.9−2.4 PDG [6]
f0(1500) 0 0 BW see text
f ′2(1525) 2 0,±1 BW 1522+6−3 84+12−8 LHCb [28]
f0(1710) 0 0 BW 1720± 6 135± 8 PDG [6]
f0(1790) 0 0 BW 1790
+40
−30 270
+60
−30 BES [27]
ρ(770) 1 0,±1 BW 775.49± 0.34 149.1± 0.8 PDG [6]
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given by Lorentz-invariant phase spaces as
ρpipi =
2
3
√
1− 4m
2
pi±
m2pi+pi−
+
1
3
√
1− 4m
2
pi0
m2pi+pi−
, (19)
ρKK =
1
2
√
1− 4m
2
K±
m2pi+pi−
+
1
2
√
1− 4m
2
K0
m2pi+pi−
. (20)
Compared to the normal Flatte´ function, a form factor FKK = exp(−αk2) is introduced
above the KK threshold and serves to reduce the ρKK factor as m
2
pi+pi− increases, where
k is momentum of each kaon in the KK rest frame, and α = (2.0 ± 0.25) GeV−2 [29].
This parameterization slightly decreases the f0(980) width above the KK threshold. The
parameter α is fixed to 2.0 GeV−2 as it is not very sensitive to the fit.
To determine the complex amplitudes in a specific model, the data are fitted maxi-
mizing the unbinned likelihood given as
L =
N∏
i=1
F (mihh, θ
i
hh, θ
i
J/ψ, χ
i), (21)
where N is the total number of candidates, and F is the total PDF defined in Eq. (7).
In order to converge properly in a maximum likelihood method, the PDFs of the signal
and background need to be normalized. This is accomplished by first normalizing the
χ and cos θJ/ψ dependent parts analytically, and then normalizing the mhh and cos θhh
dependent parts using a numerical integration over 1000×200 bins.
The fit determines amplitude magnitudes aRii and phases φ
Ri
i defined in Eq. (6). The
a
f0(980)
0 amplitude is fixed to 1, since the overall normalization is related to the signal
yield. As only relative phases are physically meaningful, φ
f0(980)
0 is fixed to 0. In addition,
due to the averaging of B0s and B
0
s, the interference terms between opposite CP states
are cancelled out, making it not possible to measure the relative phase between CP -even
and odd states here, so one CP -even phase, φ
f2(1270)
⊥ , is also fixed to 0.
6.2 Fit fraction
Knowledge of the contribution of each component can be expressed by defining a fit
fraction for each transversity τ , FRτ , which is the squared amplitude of R integrated
over the phase space divided by the entire amplitude squared over the same area. To
determine FRτ one needs to integrate over all the four fitted observables in the analysis.
The interference terms between different helicity components vanish, after integrating
over the two variables of cos θJ/ψ and χ. Thus we define the transversity fit fraction as
FRτ =
∫ ∣∣∣aRτ eiφRτ AR(mhh)dJRλ,0(θhh)∣∣∣2 dmhh d cos θhh∫
(|H0(mhh, θhh)|2 + |H+(mhh, θhh)|2 + |H−(mhh, θhh)|2) dmhh d cos θhh , (22)
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where λ = 0 in the d-function for τ = 0, and λ = 1 for τ =⊥ or ‖.
Note that the sum of the fit fractions is not necessarily unity due to the potential
presence of interference between two resonances. Interference term fractions are given by
FRR′τ = 2Re
( ∫
aRτ a
R′
τ e
i(φRτ −φR
′
τ )AR(mhh)A∗R′(mhh)dJRλ,0(θhh)dJR′λ,0 (θhh)dmhh d cos θhh∫
(|H0(mhh, θhh)|2 + |H+(mhh, θhh)|2 + |H−(mhh, θhh)|2) dmhh d cos θhh
)
,
(23)
and ∑
R,τ
FRτ +
R>R′∑
RR′,τ
FRR′τ = 1. (24)
Interference between different spin-J states vanishes, when integrated over angle, because
the dJλ0 angular functions are orthogonal.
6.3 Fit results
In order to compare the different models quantitatively, an estimate of the goodness of
fit is calculated from four-dimensional (4D) partitions of the four variables, m(pi+pi−),
cos θhh, cos θJ/ψ and χ. We use the Poisson likelihood χ
2 [31] defined as
χ2 = 2
Nbin∑
i=1
[
xi − ni + niln
(
ni
xi
)]
, (25)
where ni is the number of events in the four-dimensional bin i and xi is the expected
number of events in that bin according to the fitted likelihood function. A total of 1845
bins are used to calculate the χ2, where 41(mhh) × 5(cos θhh) × 3(cos θJ/ψ) × 3(χ) equal
size bins are used, and mhh is required to be between 0.25 and 2.30 GeV. The χ
2/ndf,
and the negative of the logarithm of the likelihood, −lnL, of the fits are given in Table 3,
where ndf is the number of degree of freedom given as 1845 subtracted by number of
fitting parameters and 1. The nomenclature describing the models gives the base model
first and then “+” for any additions. The 5R model contains the resonances f0(980),
f2(1270), f
′
2(1525), f0(1500), and f0(1790). If adding NR to 5R model, two minima with
similar likelihoods are found. One minimum is consistent with the 5R results and has
NR fit fraction of (0.3± 0.3)%; we group any fit models that are consistent with this 5R
fit into the “Solution I” category. Another minimum has significant NR fit fraction of
(5.9 ± 1.4)%, this model and other consistent models are classified in the “Solution II”
category.
Among these resonance models, we select the baseline model by requiring each res-
onance in the model to have more than 3 standard deviation (σ) significance evaluated
by the fit fraction divided by its uncertainty. The baseline fits are 5R in Solution I and
5R+NR in Solution II. No additional components are significant when added to these
baseline fits. Unfortunately, we cannot distinguish between these two solutions and will
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Table 3: Fit −lnL and χ2/ndf of different resonance models.
Resonance model −lnL χ2/ndf
5R (Solution I) −93738 2005/1822 = 1.100
5R+NR (Solution I) −93741 2003/1820 = 1.101
5R+f0(500) (Solution I) −93741 2004/1820 = 1.101
5R+f0(1710) (Solution I) −93744 1998/1820 = 1.098
5R+ρ(770) (Solution I) −93742 2004/1816 = 1.104
5R+NR (Solution II) −93739 2008/1820 = 1.103
5R+NR+f0(500) (Solution II) −93741 2004/1818 = 1.102
5R+NR+f0(1710) (Solution II) −93745 2004/1818 = 1.102
5R+NR+ρ(770) (Solution II) −93746 1998/1814 = 1.101
Table 4: Fit fractions (%) of contributing components for both solutions.
Component Solution I Solution II
f0(980) 70.3± 1.5+0.4−5.1 92.4± 2.0+ 0.8−16.0
f0(1500) 10.1± 0.8+1.1−0.3 9.1± 0.9± 0.3
f0(1790) 2.4± 0.4+5.0−0.2 0.9± 0.3+2.5−0.1
f2(1270)0 0.36± 0.07± 0.03 0.42± 0.07± 0.04
f2(1270)‖ 0.52± 0.15+0.05−0.02 0.42± 0.13+0.11−0.02
f2(1270)⊥ 0.63± 0.34+0.16−0.08 0.60± 0.36+0.12−0.09
f ′2(1525)0 0.51± 0.09+0.05−0.04 0.52± 0.09+0.05−0.04
f ′2(1525)‖ 0.06
+0.13
−0.04 ± 0.01 0.11+0.16+0.03−0.07−0.04
f ′2(1525)⊥ 0.26± 0.18+0.06−0.04 0.26± 0.22+0.06−0.05
NR - 5.9± 1.4+0.7−4.6
Sum 85.2 110.6
−lnL −93738 −93739
χ2/ndf 2005/1822 2008/1820
quote results for both of them. In both cases the dominant contribution is S-wave includ-
ing f0(980), f0(1500) and f0(1790). The D-wave, f2(1270) and f
′
2(1525), is only 2.3% for
both solutions.
Table 4 shows the fit fractions from the baseline fits of two solutions, where systematic
uncertainties are included; they will be discussed in Sec. 7. Figures 14 and 15 show the fit
projections of m(pi+pi−), cos θpipi, cos θJ/ψ and χ from 5R Solution I and 5R+NR Solution
II, respectively. Also shown in Figs. 16 and 17 are the contributions of each resonance as
a function of m(pi+pi−) from the baseline Solution I and II fits, respectively. Table 5 shows
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Figure 14: Projections of (a) m(pi+pi−), (b) cos θpipi, (c) cos θJ/ψ and (d) χ for 5R Solution I.
The points with error bars are data, the signal fit is shown with a (red) dashed line, the
background with a (black) dotted line, and the (blue) solid line represents the total.
the fit fractions of the interference terms defined in Eq. (23). In addition, the phases are
listed in Table 6. The other fit results are listed in Table 7 including the f0(980) mass,
the Flatte´ function parameters gpipi, gKK/gpipi, and masses and widths of f0(1500) and
f0(1790) resonances.
In both solutions the f0(500) state does not have a significant fit fraction. We set an
upper limit for the fit fraction ratio between f0(500) and f0(980) of 0.3% from Solution I
and 3.4% from Solution II, both at 90% CL. A similar situation is found for the ρ(770)
state. When including it in the fit, the fit fraction of ρ(770) is measured to be (0.60 ±
0.30+0.08−0.14)% in Solution I and (1.02±0.36+0.09−0.15)% from Solution II. The largest upper limit
is obtained by Solution II, where the ρ(770) fit fraction is less than 1.7% at 90% CL.
Our previous study [3] did not consider the f0(1790) resonance, instead the NR compo-
nent filled in the higher mass region near 1800 MeV. It is found that including f0(1790) im-
proves the fit significantly in both solutions. Inclusion of this state reduces −2lnL by 276
(97) units and χ2 by 213 (91) units with 4 additional ndf, corresponding to 14 (9) σ Gaus-
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Figure 15: Projections of (a) m(pi+pi−), (b) cos θpipi, (c) cos θJ/ψ and (d) χ for 5R+NR
Solution II. The points with error bars are data, the signal fit is shown with a (red) dashed
line, the background with a (black) dotted line, and the (blue) solid line represents the
total.
sian significance, in Solution I(II), where the numbers are statistical only. When floating
the parameters of f0(1790) resonance in the fits, we find its mass mf0(1790) = 1815±23 MeV
and width Γf0(1790) = 353 ± 48 MeV in Solution I, and mf0(1790) = 1793 ± 26 MeV and
Γf0(1790) = 180 ± 83 MeV in Solution II, where the uncertainties are statistical only. The
values in both solutions are consistent with the BES results mf0(1790) = 1790
+40
−30 MeV and
Γf0(1790) = 270
+60
−30 MeV [27] at the level of 1σ.
Figure 18 compares the total S-wave amplitude strength and phase as a function of
m(pi+pi−) between the two solutions, showing consistent amplitude strength but distinct
phase. The total S-wave amplitude is calculated as Eq. (4) summing over all spin-0
component R with λ = 0, where the d-function is equal to 1. The amplitude strength
can be well measured from the m(pi+pi−) distribution, but this is not the case for the
phase, which is determined from the interference with the small fraction of higher spin
resonances.
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Solution II.
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Table 5: Non-zero interference fraction (%) for both solutions.
Components Solution I Solution II
f0(980)+f0(1500) 9.50 −1.57
f0(980)+f0(1790) 7.93 5.30
f0(1500)+f0(1790) −2.69 −2.26
f2(1270)0+f
′
2(1525)0 0.14 0.09
f2(1270)‖+f ′2(1525)‖ −0.09 −0.16
f2(1270)⊥+f ′2(1525)⊥ 0.03 0.05
f0(980)+NR - −16.41
f0(1500)+NR - 5.26
f0(1790)+NR - −0.95
Table 6: Fitted resonance phase differences (◦).
Resonance Solution I Solution II
f0(1500)− f0(980) 138± 4 177± 6
f0(1790)− f0(980) 78± 9 95± 16
f2(1270)0 − f0(980) 96± 7 123± 8
f2(1270)‖ − f0(980) −90± 11 −84± 13
f ′2(1525)0 − f0(980) −132± 6 −97± 7
f ′2(1525)‖ − f0(980) 103± 29 130± 20
NR −f0(980) - −104± 5
f ′2(1525)⊥ − f2(1270)⊥ 149± 46 145± 51
6.4 Angular moments
We define the moments of the cosine of the helicity angle θpipi, 〈Y 0l (cos θpipi)〉 as the efficiency
corrected and background subtracted pi+pi− invariant mass distributions, weighted by
spherical harmonic functions. The moment distributions provide an additional way of
visualizing the presence of different resonances and their interferences, similar to a partial
wave analysis. Figures 19 and 20 show the distributions of the angular moments for 5R
Solution I and 5R+NR Solution II, respectively. In general the interpretation of these
Table 7: Other fit parameters. The uncertainties are only statistical.
Parameter Solution I Solution II
mf0(980) ( MeV) 945.4± 2.2 949.9± 2.1
gpipi ( MeV) 167± 7 167± 8
gKK/gpipi 3.47± 0.12 3.05± 0.13
mf0(1500) ( MeV) 1460.9± 2.9 1465.9± 3.1
Γf0(1500) ( MeV) 124± 7 115± 7
mf0(1790) ( MeV) 1814± 18 1809± 22
Γf0(1790) ( MeV) 328± 34 263± 30
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Figure 18: S-wave (a) amplitude strength and (b) phase as a function of m(pi+pi−) from
the 5R Solution I (open) and 5R+NR Solution II (solid), where the widths of the curves
reflect ±1σ statistical uncertainties. The reference point is chosen at 980 MeV with
amplitude strength equal to 1 and phase equal to 0.
moments [3] is that 〈Y 00 〉 is the efficiency corrected and background subtracted event
distribution, 〈Y 01 〉 the interference of the sum of S-wave and P-wave and P-wave and D-
wave amplitudes, 〈Y 02 〉 the sum of the P-wave, D-wave and the interference of S-wave and
D-wave amplitudes, 〈Y 03 〉 the interference between P-wave and D-wave, 〈Y 04 〉 the D-wave,
and 〈Y 05 〉 the F-wave. The values of 〈Y 01 〉 and 〈Y 03 〉 are almost zero because the opposite
contributions from B0s and B
0
s decays are summed. Note, in this analysis the P-wave
contributions are zero so the above description simplifies somewhat. The f2(1270) and
f ′2(1525) interference with S-waves are clearly shown in the 〈Y 02 〉 plot (see Figs. 19 (c) and
20 (c)).
7 Systematic uncertainties
The sources of the systematic uncertainties on the results of the amplitude analysis are
summarized in Table 8 for Solution I and Table 9 for Solution II. The contributions to the
systematic error due to φs, the function ε(t), Γs and ∆Γs [6] uncertainties, and LB choices
for transversity 0 and ‖ of spin ≥ 1 resonances, are negligible. The systematic errors
associated to the acceptance or background modeling are estimated by repeating the fit
to the data 100 times. In each fit the parameters in the acceptance or background function
are randomly generated according to the corresponding error matrix. The uncertainties
due to the fit model include possible contributions from each resonance listed in Table
2 but not used in the baseline fit models, varying the hadron scale r parameters in the
Blatt-Weisskopf barrier factors for the B meson and R resonance from 5.0 GeV−1 and
1.5 GeV−1, respectively, to both 3.0 GeV−1, and using FKK = 1 in the Flatte´ function.
Compared to the nominal Flatte´ function, the new one improves the likelihood fit −2lnL
by 6.8 and 14.0 units for Solution I and Solution II, respectively. The largest variation
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Figure 19: The pi+pi− mass dependence of the spherical harmonic moments of cos θpipi after
efficiency corrections and background subtraction: (a) 〈Y 00 〉 (χ2/ndf =78/70), (b) 〈Y 01 〉
(χ2/ndf =37/70), (c) 〈Y 02 〉 (χ2/ndf =79/70), (d) 〈Y 03 〉 (χ2/ndf =42/70), (e) 〈Y 04 〉 (χ2/ndf
=43/70), (f) 〈Y 05 〉 (χ2/ndf =35/70). The points with error bars are the data points and
the solid curves are derived from the model 5R Solution I.
among those changes is assigned as the systematic uncertainties for modeling.
Finally, we repeat the data fit by varying the mass and width of resonances within
their errors one at a time, and add the changes in quadrature. To assign a systematic
uncertainty from the possible presence of the f0(500) or ρ(770), we repeat the above
procedures using the model that has the baseline resonances plus f0(500) or ρ(770).
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Figure 20: The pi+pi− mass dependence of the spherical harmonic moments of cos θpipi after
efficiency corrections and background subtraction: (a) 〈Y 00 〉 (χ2/ndf =73/70), (b) 〈Y 01 〉
(χ2/ndf =36/70), (c) 〈Y 02 〉 (χ2/ndf =72/70), (d) 〈Y 03 〉 (χ2/ndf =43/70), (e) 〈Y 04 〉 (χ2/ndf
=41/70), (f) 〈Y 05 〉 (χ2/ndf =34/70). The points with error bars are the data points and
the solid curves are derived from the model 5R+NR Solution II.
8 Further results
8.1 Fit fraction intervals
The fit fractions shown in Table 4 differ considerably for some of the states between the
two solutions. Table 10 lists the 1σ regions for the fit fractions taking into account the
differences between the solutions and including systematic uncertainties. The regions
covers both 1σ intervals of the two solutions.
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Table 8: Absolute systematic uncertainties for Solution I.
Item Acceptance Background Fit model Resonance parameters Total
Fit fractions (%)
f0(980) ±0.17 ±0.36 +0.00−5.04 ±0.03 +0.4−5.1
f0(1500) ±0.06 ±0.14 +1.11−0.29 ±0.02 +1.1−0.3
f0(1790) ±0.02 ±0.11 +4.98−0.11 ±0.01 +5.0−0.2
f2(1270)0 ±0.03 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.03
f2(1270)‖ ±0.007 ±0.009 +0.050−0.020 ±0.004 +0.05−0.02
f2(1270)⊥ ±0.04 ±0.05 +0.14−0.04 ±0.03 +0.16−0.08
f ′2(1525)0 ±0.007 ±0.012 +0.030−0.000 ±0.03 +0.05−0.04
f ′2(1525)‖ ±0.003 ±0.004 +0.000−0.020 ±0.004 +0.05−0.02
f ′2(1525)⊥ ±0.007 ±0.016 +0.04−0.01 ±0.04 +0.06−0.04
Other fraction (%)
f0(500)/f0(980) ±0.005 ±0.051 +0.150−0.020 ±0.017 +0.16−0.06
ρ(770) ±0.013 ±0.065 +0.040−0.120 ±0.013 +0.08−0.14
CP -even ±0.04 ±0.06 +0.59−0.05 ±0.05 +0.59−0.10
8.2 CP content
The only CP -even content arises from the ⊥ projections of the f2(1270) and f ′2(1525)
resonances, in addition to the 0 and ‖ of any possible ρ(770) resonance. The CP -even
measured values are (0.89 ± 0.38+0.59−0.10)% and (0.86 ± 0.42+0.66−0.10)% for Solutions I and II,
respectively (see Table 4), where the systematic uncertainty is dominated by the forbidden
ρ(770) transversity 0 and ‖ components added in quadrature. To obtain the corresponding
upper limit, the covariance matrix and parameter values from the fit are used to generate
2000 sample parameter sets. For each set, the CP -even fraction is calculated and is then
smeared by the systematic uncertainty. The integral of 95% of the area of the distribution
yields an upper limit on the CP -even component of 2.3% at 95% CL, where the larger value
given by Solution II is used. The upper limit is the same as our previous measurement [3],
while the current measurement also adds in a possible f ′2(1525) contribution.
8.3 Mixing angle and interpretation of light scalars
The I = 0 resonanances, f0(500) and f0(980), are thought to be mixtures of underlying
states whose mixing angle has been estimated previously (see references cited in Ref. [32]).
The mixing is parameterized by a normal 2×2 rotation matrix characterized by the angle
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Table 9: Absolute systematic uncertainties for Solution II.
Item Acceptance Background Fit model Resonance parameters Total
Fit fractions (%)
f0(980) ±0.12 ±0.79 + 0.00−15.97 ±0.00 + 0.8−16.0
f0(1500) ±0.05 ±0.15 ±0.27 ±0.07 ±0.3
f0(1790) ±0.02 ±0.09 +2.46−0.10 ±0.01 +2.5−0.1
f2(1270)0 ±0.02 ±0.01 +0.02−0.03 ±0.02 ±0.04
f2(1270)‖ ±0.005 ±0.009 +0.110−0.010 ±0.020 +0.11−0.02
f2(1270)⊥ ±0.04 ±0.05 +0.10−0.05 ±0.03 +0.12−0.09
f ′2(1525)0 ±0.006 ±0.012 +0.03−0.010 ±0.031 +0.05−0.04
f ′2(1525)‖ ±0.004 ±0.008 +0.030−0.040 ±0.008 +0.03−0.04
f ′2(1525)⊥ ±0.01 ±0.02 +0.03−0.00 ±0.05 +0.06−0.05
NR ±0.07 ±0.63 +0.34−4.52 ±0.04 +0.7−4.6
Other fraction (%)
f0(500)/f0(980) ±0.005 ±0.051 +0.300−0.120 ±0.017 +0.31−0.14
ρ(770) ±0.015 ±0.080 +0.040−0.120 ±0.016 +0.09−0.15
CP -even ±0.04 ±0.06 +0.66−0.03 ±0.06 +0.66−0.10
ϕm, giving in our case
|f0(980)〉 = cosϕm|ss〉+ sinϕm|nn〉
|f0(500)〉 = − sinϕm|ss〉+ cosϕm|nn〉,
where |nn〉 ≡ 1√
2
(|uu〉+ |dd〉) . (26)
Table 10: Fit fraction ranges taking 1σ regions for both solutions including systematic
uncertainties.
Component Fit fraction (%)
f0(980) 65.0− 94.5
f0(1500) 8.2− 11.5
f0(1790) 0.6− 7.4
f2(1270)0 0.28− 0.50
f2(1270)‖ 0.29− 0.68
f2(1270)⊥ 0.23− 1.00
f ′2(1525)0 0.41− 0.62
f ′2(1525)‖ 0.02− 0.27
f ′2(1525)⊥ 0.03− 0.49
NR 0− 7.5
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In this case only the |ss〉 wave function contributes. Thus we have [2]
tan2 ϕm =
B (B0s → J/ψf0(500))
B (B0s → J/ψf0(980))Φ(980)Φ(500) , (27)
where the Φ’s are phase space factors. The phase space in this pseudoscalar to vector-
pseudoscalar decay is proportional to the cube of the f0 momenta. Taking the average of
the momentum dependent phase space over the resonant line shapes results in the ratio
of phase space factors Φ(500)
Φ(980)
= 1.25.
Our measured upper limit is
B (B0s → J/ψf0(500), f0(500)→ pi+pi−)
B (B0s → J/ψf0(980), f0(980)→ pi+pi−) < 3.4% at 90% CL, (28)
where the larger value of the two solutions (II) is used. This value must be corrected for
the individual branching fractions of the f0 resonances into pi
+pi−. BaBar measures the
relative branching ratios of f0(980)→ K+K− to pi+pi− of 0.69±0.32 using B → KKK and
B → Kpipi decays [33]. BES has extracted relative branching ratios using ψ(2S)→ γχc0
decays where the χc0 → f0(980)f0(980), and either both f0(980)’s decay into pi+pi− or one
into pi+pi− and the other into K+K− [34]. Averaging the two measurements gives
B (f0(980)→ K+K−)
B (f0(980)→ pi+pi−) = 0.35
+0.15
−0.14 (29)
Assuming that the pipi and KK decays are dominant we can also extract
B (f0(980)→ pi+pi−) = (46± 6) % (30)
where we have assumed that the only other decays are to pi0pi0, 1
2
of the pi+pi− rate, and
to neutral kaons, equal to charged kaons. We use B (f0(500)→ pi+pi−) = 23 , which results
from isopsin Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, and assuming that the only decays are into two
pions. Since we have only an upper limit on the J/ψf0(500), we will only find an upper
limit on the mixing angle, so if any other decay modes of the f0(500) exist, they would
make the limit more stringent. Including uncertainty of B (f0(980)→ pi+pi−), our limit is
tan2 ϕm =
B (B0 → J/ψf0(500))
B (B0 → J/ψf0(980))Φ(980)Φ(500) < 1.8% at 90% CL, (31)
which translates into a limit
|ϕm| < 7.7◦ at 90% CL. (32)
This limit is the most constraining ever placed on this mixing angle [19]. The value
of tan2 ϕm is consistent with the tetraquark model, which predicts zero within a few
degrees [2, 32].
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9 Conclusions
The B0s → J/ψpi+pi− decay can be described by the interfering sum of five resonant
components: f0(980), f0(1500), f0(1790), f2(1270) and f
′
2(1525). In addition we find that
a second model including these states plus non-resonant J/ψpi+pi− also provides a good
description of the data. In both models the largest component of the decay is the f0(980)
with the f0(1500) being almost an order of magnitude smaller. We also find including
the f0(1790) resonance improves the data fit significantly. The pi
+pi− system is mostly
S-wave, with the D-wave components totaling only 2.3% in either model. No significant
B0s → J/ψρ(770) decay is observed; a 90% CL upper limit on the fit fraction is set to be
1.7%.
The most important result of this analysis is that the CP content is consistent with
being purely odd, with the CP -even component limited to 2.3% at 95% CL. Also of
importance is the limit on the absolute value of the mixing angle between the f0(500) and
f0(980) resonances of 7.7
◦ at 90% CL, the most stringent limit ever reported. This is also
consistent with these states being tetraquarks.
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